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The Need for Specialized Caregivers 

We proclaim the joy of service to all our Neighbors, especially Veterans, 

rather than complain about the VA.  We do not bill any insurance, but 

encourage all Caregivers to set their own prices, charge what the market 

can bear, and offer charity where possible. 

 

Facts & Stats 

Veteran suicide has reduced from 22 to 20 per day, according to the VA 
National Veteran Suicide Prevention Annual Report. 

We affirm the worth of each Veteran as an individual, and acknowledge the 
role that these factors may play in each Veteran’s unique identity: 
 
 

• Social Isolation 

• Moral Injury/Always Refrain from asking Veterans about their 
Experience Related to Fatalities 

• Sexual Assault 

https://www.mentalhealth.va.gov/suicide_prevention/data.asp
https://www.mentalhealth.va.gov/suicide_prevention/data.asp
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• Gender/Gender Identity 

• Black Men Veterans – Black Men Veterans have higher suicide rates 
than combat deaths.  We at Heidi Duty embrace a consistent life ethic 
yet focus solely on eliminating suicide as a means of creating a 
culture of life.  We can better control forces that cause suicide at the 
community level, rather than prevent wars caused by spiritual 
wickedness in high places. 

• White Men Veterans – Veteran suicide in rural places is high, where 
people are vulnerable to social isolation. One goal of Heidi Duty is to 
re-build trust between neighbors and act as a free market force in our 
local communities.  In being profitable for ourselves & our neighbors, 
we improve our neighborhoods, thus the world.  We are free to 
barter/exchange/offer charity and find rural places to be ideal for 
agricultural pursuits.  Whatever deal we make with our Veteran 
Client, it must be a square deal. 

• Women Veterans experience sexual assault at a higher rate than 
men and are more vulnerable to suicide by means other than a 
firearm.  It is particularly important to respect Women Veterans’ 
desire to own their own story.  Many Women Veterans are better able 
to help Men Veterans & LGBTQIA-Plus Veterans who have 
experienced sexual assault, yet our first focus is on allowing  them to 
heal in their own way, and always respecting their stories. 

• LGBTQIA-Plus Veterans experience fatigue from being stereotyped.  
Being “othered” in Civilian and Military life, people often ignore their 
individual value by falsely labeling them as predators and perverts.  
The Uniform Military Code of Justice is for everyone, and one goal of 
Heidi Duty is to show that LGBTQIA-Plus Veterans have individual 
worth and collective genius, as do we all.  While there is little suicide 
data regarding LGBTQIA-Plus Veterans, we maintain that one suicide 
is one too many in our view, where all lives have equal value. 

 

Ethics and Values 
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Our priority is to care for our own health as our greatest wealth.  In so 

doing, we can care for our Neighbors and make a good living.  Continuous 

self-improvement and working the Buddy System are encouraged. 

 

Are you a Fit? 

 

Direct Caregiver Qualities: 

 

• Compassionate and often co-dependent 

• Grew up as the unpaid family Caregiver/often survived trauma & 

instability 

• Not squeamish about cleaning up human waste, but screams at the 

sight of a roach/rat/pest 

• Has trouble saying “No” to those in need of Caregiver services 

• Shy to accept public praise, cash money, and compliments of any 

kind 

• Needs to be uplifted, indulged in quiet praise away from the spotlight 

• Uncomfortable around firearms/less emotional control 

Alternate Caregiver Qualities: 

• Seems cold and calculating, but has an Iron Fist in the Velvet Glove 

• Grew up as the unpaid family Caregiver/ 

de-escalating violence within the home/often survived trauma & 

instability 

• Doesn’t enjoy cleaning up human waste, but is not squeamish about 

cleaning up greasy, grimey gopher guts 

• Tough but fair negotiator/straight forward with money/hand shake 

deals/barters all vetted beautifully 

• Easily identifies predators and says “No”, shielding the Direct 

Caregiver from abuse 

• Easily accepts public praise, cash money, and compliments of any 

kind 

• Keeps confidence in check without being arrogant and always uplifts 

vulnerable people, especially the Direct Caregiver 
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• Needs to be respected as the defender of the Direct Caregiver & 

Veteran Client (in that order). 

• Comfortable around all weapons/proficient in firearms/absolute 

emotional control 

 

Gun Safety for the Caregiver & Veteran 

Veterans and Gun Culture 

Veterans are entrusted to uphold the United States Constitution and protect 
its Citizens with their very lives. 

To that end, they have a deeper understanding of all weapons, particularly 
firearms. 

Active-Duty Military are governed by the Uniform Code of Military Justice, 
which is worth a read for all civilians.  It is particularly important to 
understand this as a Veteran Caregiver. 

Veterans don’t care how much you know, until they know how much you 
care.  It is best to show how much you care by being gentle, resourceful, 
observant, and doing things their way.  Remember, you work where they 
live.  They don’t live where you work. 

Laws of Gun Safety for Marksmanship: 
 
1.  Always treat a gun as if it’s loaded. 

2.  Always point the gun in a safe direction. 

3. Always index your trigger finger, which is to say keep your index finger 
erect and parallel on the side of the gun, whether you are left or right-
handed.  Avoid telling stories about how you’re ambidextrous.  Again, 
Veterans don’t care how much you know until they know how much you 
care.  NEVER PUT YOUR INDEX FINGER IN THE TRIGGER GUARD 
UNLESS YOU ARE PREPARED TO AIM & FIRE. 

4. ALWAYS BE AWARE OF YOUR TARGET AND WHAT’S BEYOND IT 
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Since this course covers Gun Safety for Veteran Caregivers, we will not 
touch on Marksmanship.  That is a separate subject entirely.  However, 
these Laws of Gun Safety for Marksmanship apply to all guns, whether 
toy/air/SIRT/live fire firearms.  Zero tolerance for deviation from these 
established principles exists within the heart of a quality Veteran Caregiver.   
 
If you are uncomfortable being in a home performing in-home care 
Activities of Daily Living with a Veteran who owns firearms, then the Heidi 
Duty Time AC/DC Caregiving Method is for you.  You may be more 
comfortable with tasks that include, but are not limited to, cooking, 
cleaning, bathing assistance, grooming, etcetera inside the home.  
Celebrate your talents.  You are a Direct Caregiver (DC).  It is highly 
recommended that you work and perform all in-home care visits with an 
Alternate Caregiver (AC) who in general terms is: 
 
1. Proficient in gun safety and comfortable at a legal range 

2. Good at home maintenance for all Activities of Daily Living outside the 
home.  This includes, but is not limited to, removing garbage, de-
cluttering/de-hoarding, de-escalating signs of suicide, knowing the 
difference between suicidal ideation as distinct from an active plan to harm 
one’s self and others, lawn maintenance, car maintenance, gutter 
maintenance, and companionship.   

3. Last but not least, the Alternate Caregiver is cross-trained in the Direct 
Caregiver’s duties and vice versa, both working “tongue in groove” to 
achieve the common goal of improving their Veteran Client’s life.  The 
AC/DC Method is designed for Veteran Caregivers to compliment one 
another, not to compete for the spotlight, which must always be on your 
Veteran Client. 

It is important that the AC/DC Method be treated with care for your own 
personal safety, as well as your Veteran Client’s safety.  Remember, you 
have the right to refuse services to anyone, and a responsibility to care for 
your own health first. 
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Weapon Safety and Handling 

It is illegal and immoral to bring a firearm onto anyone’s property without 
their consent.  This is especially true for your Veteran Client.  Always 
remember that Veterans are individuals, many of whom do not want to be 
around guns at all.  On the other extreme, those who do lawfully possess 
firearms deserve respect and privacy. 
 
The only time it is appropriate to offer your assistance in cleaning, securing, 
and stowing weapons is if you see a clear and present danger, or your 
Veteran Client has an active plan to harm themselves or someone else.  
Always call 9-1-1 if anyone in the home has pointed a weapon at 
themselves, you, animals, or anyone else in the home.  This would be an 
unusual situation, but it’s a reminder to take any violation of gun safety 
rules from anyone with appropriate caution. 

We are Caregivers, not Lone Rangers and must involve Law Enforcement 
where illegal weapons or illegal activity with weapons exists. 

 

Cleaning, Securing and Stowing 

Many Veterans have their own system of weapons storage that might have 
worked decades ago.  Today, it may be a danger without their realizing 
these signs. 

 
Dangerous signs include but are not limited to: 
 
Storage of accelerants near flammable materials  
(Gasoline cans in garages near bags of lawn fertilizer) 

Loaded guns stored in common household areas accessible to 
burglars/children/vulnerable adults (i.e. between towels in a laundry closet, 
in empty suitcases, in unlocked garage cabinets near flammable chemicals, 
etc.) 
 
Ammunition accessible to anyone; ammunition should always be stored in 
a cool, dry place. 
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The best place for ammunition not necessary for daily home defense is in 
an ammo can lined with desiccant packets in a gun safe bolted to the floor.  
Store ammo separately from firearms.  All firearms should be unloaded & 
cleaned before storage.  This is the ideal method.   

Most accidental shootings/suicides/violent crimes could be prevented if 
responsible gun owners would practice safe storage of weapons.   

 

At Home on the Range 

Are you at home on the range?   

Then chances your Veteran Client will be too.  Invite them to go shooting 
with you at a legal range you have personally inspected, joined, and where 
you feel comfortable & Veterans feel at home. 

De-escalating Firearm Situations 

The best method of defense is never to engage with anyone who is verbally 
escalating conflict.  Simply walk away.  In the unusual event that anyone 
points a loaded gun at you when you’re in their home to provide Caregiver 
services, then leave immediately, then call 911. 
 
Absolutely never attempt to grab a loaded firearm from anyone, especially 
your Veteran Client in their own home. 

Other forms of gun violence include but are not limited to: 
 
1. Verbal threats of gun violence/violence to you or other family members 

2. Verbal threats of suicide 

While every state has its own healthcare laws governing in-home care, 
most United States of America require in-home healthcare workers to be 
mandatory reporters of any type of abuse/violence/illegal activity in the 
home.   

In these unique cases, always report to your local law enforcement. 
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The Business of Caregiving 

You're Certified! Now What? 

Now that you’re certified, it’s important to build on your success.  Licensure 
is a legal requirement, but continuous self-improvement depends on your 
own goals and determinations.   
 
Here are the ABCs of Caregiver Success: 

Always Put Your Own Health First 

Boundaries 

Caregiver Burnout Avoidance 
 
Always Put Your Own Health First – This is almost impossible working 
for agencies and institutions that are understaffed & have few qualms about 
calling you in on your day off or expecting you to work back-to-back double 
shifts.  Boundaries are key to maintaining your own health, earning a robust 
living, and avoiding Caregiver burnout. 
 
Direct Caregivers (DC) have a tendency never to say “No”, which is why 
the Heidi Duty system is meant to be worked in Corps with the Alternate 
Caregiver (AC) who can help you say “No” firmly, calmly, repeating several 
times if necessary. 

50 United States of America have different laws concerning in-home care.  
One regulation is generally the same, which is that in-home caregivers are 
there to keep a clean home clean.  The truth is that many homes are filthy 
and on the verge of being condemnable, which is why Alternate Caregivers 
(AC) negotiate the one-time charge for a major clean up.  Another 
consistency in US laws state to state is that if it is not in your care plan, 
then do not perform the task.  Network with your local/state health authority 
to learn the laws and ask for help.  You are a solopreneur, yet you work 
within the Corps of your community. 

In other words, if your established, negotiated, and signed Care Plan with 
your Veteran Client includes: 
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1. Meal Preparation 

2. Shower Assistance 
 
3. Medication Reminders 

then do not perform Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) not in the care plan, 
such as cleaning up dog or cat waste, livestock, or performing tasks that 
require Registered Nurse judgement.  Such tasks are against the law for all 
in-home care workers due to infection control.   

Always follow Center for Disease Control protocol and exceed norms for 
hand washing, hygiene, and infection control.  In-home care Workers who 
are authorized to clean up human waste are endangering themselves and 
their Clients by handling animal waste. Do not allow anyone to push you 
into breaking CDC protocol.   

Work with your Alternate Caregiver on outside/Pet duties and remain 
focused, professional, and confident in your care plan.  Do not allow 
anyone to bully you into performing tasks within their home with which you 
are not comfortable.  Remember: 
 
Always Put Your Own Health First 

Boundaries 

Caregiver Burnout Avoidance 
 

Marketing Your Practice 

Work smarter, not harder!  The Heidi Duty Time app makes marketing your 
practice a cinch.  Build on your success in your local area and watch your 
money grow. 

Care Plans and Case Management 

Always work within the boundaries of your state and local laws.  For 
example, marijuana is not legal in all states, and is illegal at the Federal 
level.  It’s a good idea to avoid transporting your Client to get Cannabis.  
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You have the right to refuse service if you determine your Client is not 
using good judgment with responsible use of marijuana in states where it is 
legal.   

Continue to increase your education and licensure; always obey the law.  
Do not administer drugs that are lawful only for a Nurse Practitioner or M.D. 
to prescribe.  Do not misrepresent your credentials.   

Establish a Care Plan and document each shift.  Remember, if you didn’t 
document it, then legally it never happened.  Failure to adhere to this 
protocol could result in legal trouble. 

Who's the Boss? Dealing with Family 

The Client and their Power of Attorney are the only ones authorized to 
make decisions.  Remember Clients have the right to refuse services, 
meaning that if you have written into their care plan that they need to do 
ROM (Range of Motion) exercises daily, and they refuse, it’s their right. 

The POLST (Physician’s Orders on Life Saving Treatment) should be 
clearly posted in a common area where EMS workers can see it in case of 
emergency.  It’s often placed on the refrigerator. 
 
It’s also your right & responsibility to refuse services to Clients/Families 
who do not follow their care plan, are belligerent, or endanger your health. 

Using the Apps 'Opportunities' Exchange 

The Heidi Duty Time app is designed to exchange opportunities  

(I need help here, Dwayne). 

More Courses to Build Your Credentials 

(I need help here, Dwayne). 

 

Activities of Daily Living  

Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) are the essential tasks that individuals 

typically perform daily to take care of themselves. Caregivers often aid with 

these activities to individuals who are unable to perform them 
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independently due to physical or cognitive limitations. Here is a list of 

common ADLs that caregivers may assist with: 

Personal hygiene: 

Bathing or showering 

Oral care (brushing teeth, denture care) 

Grooming (hair care, shaving, nail care) 

Dressing (choosing appropriate clothing, assisting with putting on/taking off 

clothes) 

Toileting: 

Assisting with using the toilet or commode 

Helping with maintaining continence (managing incontinence products) 

Assisting with cleaning and personal hygiene after toileting 

Eating and drinking: 

Preparing meals and snacks 

Assisting with feeding (cutting food, helping with utensils) 

Ensuring proper hydration 

Mobility and transfers: 

Helping with walking or moving around the house 

Assisting with transfers (e.g., from bed to chair) 

Providing support with mobility aids (canes, walkers, wheelchairs) 

Medication management: 

Reminding the individual to take medications 

Assisting with opening medication containers 

Ensuring the correct dosage is taken at the right time 

Continence management: 

Monitoring and assisting with toileting needs 
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Managing incontinence products or assistive devices 

Cognitive support: 

Providing reminders for appointments or daily tasks 

Assisting with memory aids (calendars, reminders, notes) 

Engaging in activities to stimulate cognitive function (games, puzzles) 

Emotional support: 

Providing companionship and emotional reassurance 

Actively listening to the individual's concerns or worries 

Engaging in social activities or hobbies together 

Household management: 

Assisting with light housekeeping tasks (cleaning, laundry, organizing) 

Managing grocery shopping and meal planning 

Ensuring a safe and clean environment 

Transportation: 

Providing transportation to medical appointments, social activities, or 

errands 

Assisting with getting in and out of vehicles 

It's important to note that the specific ADLs required may vary depending 

on the individual's needs and capabilities. Caregivers should adapt their 

support, promoting independence and dignity while ensuring the 

individual's well-being. 
 

Activities of Weekly Living 

Outdoor household chores can be an essential part of maintaining a clean 

and organized living space. These chores typically involve tasks that are 

performed outside the house or within the property. Here is a list of weekly 

outdoor household chores: 

Lawn care: 
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Mowing the lawn 

Trimming and edging the grass 

Raking leaves and debris 

Watering the lawn and plants as needed 

Fertilizing and applying weed control if necessary 

Garden maintenance: 

Weeding flower beds and vegetable gardens 

Pruning and trimming shrubs and trees 

Planting new flowers or plants 

Mulching to retain moisture and prevent weed growth 

Removing dead or dying plants 

Cleaning outdoor surfaces: 

Sweeping and hosing down pathways, patios, decks, and driveways 

Scrubbing outdoor furniture 

Cleaning outdoor grill or barbecue 

Outdoor maintenance: 

Checking and cleaning gutters and downspouts 

Cleaning and maintaining outdoor lighting fixtures 

Inspecting and cleaning outdoor vents 

Checking and replacing outdoor bulbs if necessary 

Repairing or replacing broken outdoor equipment or fixtures 

Trash and recycling: 

Collecting and disposing of outdoor trash and recycling bins 

Sorting and separating recyclable materials 

Cleaning and disinfecting trash and recycling containers 
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Pool and/or spa maintenance: 

Cleaning and skimming the pool or spa 

Checking and adjusting water chemical levels 

Maintaining and cleaning pool/spa filters 

Vacuuming the pool/spa as needed 

Outdoor equipment maintenance: 

Cleaning and organizing gardening tools and equipment 

Checking and maintaining the condition of outdoor power tools (mower, 

trimmer, etc.) 

Storing outdoor equipment properly 

Outdoor repairs: 

Repairing fences, gates, or outdoor structures 

Patching or sealing cracks in walkways or driveways 

Fixing broken or loose outdoor tiles or pavers 

Pest control: 

Checking for signs of pests or insects in the outdoor area 

Applying pest control measures as needed (insecticides, traps, etc.) 

Removing spider webs or nests 

Outdoor organization: 

Cleaning and organizing outdoor storage sheds or garages 

Sorting and decluttering outdoor items and equipment 

Storing outdoor furniture or equipment during inclement weather 

Remember, the frequency and specific chores may vary depending on the 

season, climate, and the size of your outdoor area. It's also important to 

prioritize safety while performing these chores and use appropriate 

protective gear, such as gloves, goggles, or masks, if needed. 
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Activities of Monthly Living 

 

Monthly household chores can vary depending on the specific needs of 

your home and personal preferences. However, here is a list of common 

monthly household chores that you may consider: 

Deep cleaning: Set aside a specific day each month to tackle deep 

cleaning tasks such as dusting all surfaces, cleaning windows, wiping down 

walls, and cleaning behind furniture. 

Carpet and upholstery cleaning: Vacuuming alone may not be enough to 

maintain the cleanliness of your carpets and upholstery. Consider steam 

cleaning or using a carpet cleaner to remove deep-seated dirt and stains. 

Refrigerator cleaning: Take the time to remove all items from your 

refrigerator, discard expired items, and wipe down the interior and shelves. 

Pay attention to cleaning the coils at the back to improve energy efficiency. 

Oven and stove cleaning: Remove grime and food residue from your oven 

and stovetop. Consider using oven cleaner or natural alternatives to 

remove stubborn stains. 

Cleaning light fixtures and ceiling fans: Dust and clean light fixtures, 

including chandeliers, pendant lights, and lamps. Also, dust the blades of 

ceiling fans. 

Washing curtains and blinds: Take down curtains and wash them according 

to their care instructions. For blinds, use a duster or microfiber cloth to 

remove dust. 

Decluttering and organizing: Set aside time each month to declutter and 

organize different areas of your home, such as closets, drawers, and 

storage spaces. 

Deep clean kitchen appliances: Clean appliances such as the microwave, 

dishwasher, and toaster oven thoroughly to remove grease and grime. 

Washing windows and screens: Clean your windows inside and out, and 

also clean the screens to improve visibility and let in more natural light. 
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Maintenance tasks: Check and replace air filters, inspect and clean dryer 

vents, test smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors, and ensure all 

safety devices are functioning correctly. 

Remember, this is a general list, and you can customize it based on your 

household's specific needs. You can break down these tasks throughout 

the month or designate a specific day for monthly cleaning. 

 

Activities of Annual Living 

 

Annual household chores are tasks that you typically need to perform once 

a year to maintain the cleanliness, functionality, and safety of your home. 

Here are some common annual household chores you may consider: 

Deep clean and organize the garage or storage area: Sort through items, 

discard what is no longer needed, and organize the space to maximize 

efficiency and accessibility.  Assess fire hazards and prevent unsafe 

storage of gasoline next to fertilizer, for example.  Another example would 

be to organize paint cans specifically separate from accelerants such as 

fuel cans.   

Clean and inspect the gutters: Remove debris, leaves, and twigs from 

gutters and downspouts to ensure proper water drainage and prevent 

clogging or damage. 

Pressure wash exterior surfaces: Use a pressure washer to clean the 

exterior walls, patio, deck, driveway, and sidewalks to remove dirt, mildew, 

and stains. 

Chimney cleaning and inspection: If you have a fireplace or wood-burning 

stove, schedule a professional chimney sweep to clean out the creosote 

buildup and inspect for any structural issues. 

HVAC system maintenance: Hire a professional to inspect and service your 

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system, including cleaning 

or replacing air filters, checking ducts, and ensuring optimal performance. 

Test and replace batteries in smoke detectors and carbon monoxide 

detectors: Ensure that all detectors are working correctly by testing them 

regularly and replacing batteries annually. 
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Deep clean carpets and upholstery: Consider hiring a professional carpet 

cleaning service to deep clean your carpets and upholstery to remove 

deeply embedded dirt and allergens. 

Clean and maintain outdoor furniture: Thoroughly clean and inspect 

outdoor furniture, oil wooden pieces, and store or cover them appropriately 

during harsh weather conditions. 

Clean and organize the attic, basement, or crawl spaces: Declutter and 

organize these storage areas, discard unnecessary items, and inspect for 

any signs of pests or water damage. 

Annual maintenance of appliances: Service and clean appliances like the 

refrigerator, oven, dishwasher, washing machine, and dryer to ensure their 

optimal performance and longevity. 

Keep in mind that this is a general list, and the specific tasks may vary 

depending on your home and its features. Creating an annual household 

chore checklist can help you stay organized and ensure that all necessary 

tasks are completed. 

 

Safe storage of Firearms 

Safe storage of firearms is essential to prevent accidents, unauthorized 

access, and theft. If you own firearms, here are some guidelines for their 

safe storage: 

Gun Safe: Invest in a sturdy, well-built gun safe that meets industry 

standards for firearm storage. Choose a safe that is large enough to 

accommodate your firearms and any additional accessories or ammunition. 

Secure Location: Place the gun safe in a secure location within your 

home, away from areas where children or unauthorized individuals have 

easy access. Consider installing the safe in a hidden or less frequented 

area, such as a basement or dedicated gun room where it is bolted to the 

floor. 

Locking Mechanism: Ensure that your gun safe has a reliable locking 

mechanism, such as an electronic keypad, combination lock, or biometric 
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fingerprint scanner. This helps prevent unauthorized access and keeps 

firearms secure. 

Ammunition Storage: Store ammunition separately from firearms, 

preferably in a locked container or an ammo box. This further enhances 

safety by preventing accidental discharge or access to ammunition by 

unauthorized individuals. 

Trigger Locks and Cable Locks: Use trigger locks or cable locks to 

render firearms inoperable when they are not in use. These locks are 

inexpensive and help prevent accidental discharge or unauthorized use. 

Education and Training: Ensure that everyone in your household, 

including family members and trusted individuals, receives proper 

education and training on firearm safety. Teach them about the potential 

dangers and how to handle firearms safely. 

Safe Transport:  

When transporting firearms outside your home, use a portable gun safe,  

body holster or gun belt.   

NEVER USE A GUN PURSE, TRENDY FASHION WEAR NOT INTENDED 

FOR SECURING LOADED FIREARMS, OR ANY WEAPONS RETENTION 

SYSTEM WITH WHICH YOU ARE NOT 100% CERTAIN CAN ALLOW 

YOU TO DRAW YOUR WEAPON WITHIN 3 SECONDS IN THE EVENT 

OF AN EMERGENCY.  

NEVER CARRY A LOADED WEAPON YOU ARE NOT 100% TRAINED TO 

USE, AND ALWAYS REMAIN SOBER OF ALL DRUGS AND ALCOHOL.  IT 

IS A FEDERAL OFFENSE TO CARRY A LOADED FIREARM WHEN 

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF CANNABIS OR ALCOHOL. 

NEVER PLACE THE GUN INSIDE YOUR GLOVE BOX, CONSOLE, OR 

ANYWHERE OUT OF YOUR CONTROL.  THIS IS STUPID AND CAUSES 

DEATH 100% OF THE TIME. CARRYING A GUN WILL NOT KEEP YOU 

SAFE. KEEPING A “COOL TOOL” (YOUR BRAIN) AND KNOWING HOW 

TO USE ONE WILL.  DO NOT COMMIT THESE EGREGIOUS 

VIOLATIONS OF GUN SAFETY.  REMEMBER, IF YOUR GUN IS NOT ON 

YOUR PERSON, IT’S NOT IN YOUR CONTROL.  PERIOD.   
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If the gun is not on your person in a dedicated holster/gun belt, ensure it is 

unloaded separate from the ammunition in a locked portable gun safe, 

case, or a dedicated gun bag to prevent unauthorized access. Follow local 

laws and regulations regarding the transportation of firearms. 

Additional Security Measures: Consider installing a home security 

system or a monitored alarm system to enhance the overall security of your 

home and deter theft. 

Regular Maintenance and Inspection: Routinely inspect your firearms for 

any signs of wear, damage, or malfunction. Clean and maintain them 

according to the manufacturer's instructions to ensure they remain in good 

working condition. 

 

Responsible Ownership: Practice responsible ownership by 

understanding and adhering to local, state, and federal laws regarding 

firearms. Stay informed about any changes in legislation that may affect 

your rights and responsibilities as a firearm owner. 

 

Remember, these guidelines are not exhaustive, and it's important to 

familiarize yourself with local laws and regulations regarding firearms 

storage and safety. Additionally, always prioritize the safety of your 

household members and take appropriate measures to prevent accidents 

or unauthorized access to firearms. 

 

 

Activities of Eternal Living – Facilitating your Veteran Client’s Spirituality 

As a Caregiver, you can play a crucial role in facilitating your Client's 

spirituality and supporting their spiritual needs. Here are some ways you 

can help: 

Establish open communication: Create a safe and non-judgmental 

environment where your Client feels comfortable discussing their spiritual 

beliefs, values, and experiences. Encourage open dialogue and active 

listening to understand their unique perspectives. 
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Respect and honor diversity: Recognize that spirituality can take various 

forms and encompass different religious or non-religious beliefs. Respect 

your Client's individuality and diverse spiritual backgrounds, ensuring that 

you provide inclusive care that aligns with their specific beliefs. 

Identify spiritual resources: Help your Client identify spiritual resources 

available to them, such as religious leaders, spiritual communities, or 

literature. Provide information about local places of worship, support 

groups, or online resources that cater to their spiritual needs.  Be objective, 

and do not question their beliefs. 

Foster a sense of meaning and purpose: Encourage conversations that 

explore the significance of spirituality in your Client's life. Help them find 

meaning and purpose by connecting their spiritual beliefs with their daily 

experiences, personal goals, and values. 

Support religious or spiritual practices: If your Client follows specific 

religious or spiritual practices, accommodate their needs as much as 

possible. This may include providing a space for prayer or meditation, 

facilitating access to religious texts, or assisting with rituals or religious 

observances, if requested. 

Offer spiritual companionship: Be a supportive presence and provide 

companionship during times of spiritual reflection, prayer, or meditation. 

Remember, you don’t have to believe their same religion or spirituality to 

provide support.  Caregivers facilitate spiritual health by remaining 

committed to their Client’s best interests and preferences.  For example, if 

you are a Catholic Christian and your Client is Muslim, you will want to 

respect their customs and always remain silent about your own.  The best 

way to demonstrate your faith is through your actions.  Respect their need 

for solitude and quiet reflection, and offer your presence if they desire 

someone to be with them during these moments. 

Provide emotional support: Understand that spirituality can be 

intertwined with emotional well-being. Offer empathetic listening, validation, 

and emotional support as your Client shares their spiritual concerns, 

questions, or struggles. 

Incorporate spirituality into daily routines: Help your Client integrate their 

spirituality into their daily routines and care activities. This can involve 
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incorporating spiritual practices or rituals that bring them comfort and 

peace, such as mindfulness exercises or reading inspirational texts. 

Seek professional guidance when necessary: If your Client's spiritual 

needs go beyond your expertise, consult with chaplains, spiritual care 

professionals, or counselors who specialize in providing spiritual support. 

Continuously educate yourself: Stay informed about different spiritual 

beliefs, practices, and cultural traditions to better understand and support 

your Client's spiritual journey. Attend training sessions or workshops related 

to spirituality in caregiving. 

Remember, it is important to respect your Client's autonomy and 

individuality. Always seek their input and consent regarding the level of 

involvement they desire in addressing their spiritual needs. 

Setting boundaries is crucial in any professional relationship, including in-

home care situations. Here are some tips to help: 

Clear Communication: From the start, establish what your responsibilities 

are and what they aren't. Be specific about the tasks you are employed to 

do and which ones are beyond your scope of work. 

Professionalism: Even though you're working in a client's home and may 

develop a close relationship with them, remember that you are a 

professional. Always maintain a professional demeanor, including how you 

speak and dress. 

Personal Life: It's important to keep your personal and professional life 

separate.  You should not share personal problems, intimate details about 

your life, or financial information with clients. Similarly, don't engage in 

these conversations if your client initiates them. It's okay to be friendly and 

caring, but avoid overstepping into personal areas. 

Time Management: Set clear working hours and stick to them. While there 

may be emergencies or exceptions, you shouldn't be expected to work 

during your off hours.  

Emotional Boundaries: It's natural to empathize with your clients and their 

situations, but it's important to remember that you are there to provide a 

service. Don't let yourself become emotionally entangled in their issues. 
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Physical Boundaries: In home care often involves physical tasks, but 

inappropriate touching or personal contact should never be tolerated. 

Financial Boundaries: Your financial relationship with your client should 

be clearly defined and adhered to. Avoid loaning or borrowing money, 

accepting gifts, or any other financial transactions outside your agreed-

upon salary or wage. 

Be Assertive: You should feel comfortable asserting these boundaries if 

you feel they're being crossed. Practice phrases you can use to gracefully 

redirect the conversation or respectfully decline a request that's beyond 

your role.  If it’s not in your Care Plan, don’t do it until you re-negotiate the 

Care Plan.  Care Plans are legal documents, and it’s incumbent upon you 

to complete the Care Plan & shift notes for every shift.  Remember, if you 

don’t document every shift, legally, it didn’t happen and YOU can be held 

liable for negligence. 

Regular Check-ins: Regular meetings with your employer or supervisor 

can help address any boundary issues and ensure that everyone's on the 

same page. These meetings can also be a good time to raise any concerns 

you have about your working conditions or the care you're able to provide. 

Document Everything: Keep detailed records of the care you provide, any 

issues that arise, and any conversations where you feel your boundaries 

may have been pushed or crossed. 

Remember, it's crucial to treat your clients with respect and kindness, but 

it's also necessary to protect yourself in the process. Always seek guidance 

from a supervisor or a mentor if you're not sure how to navigate a difficult 

situation. 

In Home Caregiver Meal Preparation Ideas 

 

Preparing meals for an individual in home care often needs to meet specific 

nutritional requirements, cater to personal preferences, and occasionally 

consider potential difficulties with eating or swallowing. Below are some 

meal ideas that are nutritious, tasty, and generally easy to eat. 
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Please note that you need to tailor these suggestions to the specific needs 

of the person in your care, and always consult with a healthcare provider or 

dietitian if you have any questions about their dietary needs. 

1. Breakfast Ideas: 

Soft Scrambled Eggs: Scramble eggs with a little milk for extra 

creaminess. Serve with soft, whole-grain toast. 

Oatmeal with Fruit: Cook oatmeal with milk for added protein and calcium. 

Top with fresh or canned fruits for added fiber and nutrients. 

Smoothies: Blend Greek yogurt, fruits like bananas or berries, and a little 

honey. You can also add a handful of spinach for an extra nutrient boost. 

2. Lunch Ideas: 

Chicken Salad Sandwich: Use canned chicken or leftover chicken, mixed 

with mayonnaise, celery, and onions. Serve on whole-grain bread. 

Soup: Prepare a homemade soup with blended vegetables, chicken, or 

beans. You can also use a low-sodium canned soup and add extra veggies 

or proteins. 

Quiche: Bake a quiche with eggs, cheese, and veggies. This is a protein-

rich option that's easy to eat. 

3. Dinner Ideas: 

Baked Salmon with Steamed Vegetables: Salmon is easy to chew and 

high in protein and omega-3 fatty acids. Pair it with steamed vegetables for 

a balanced meal. 

Meatloaf with Mashed Potatoes: Make a soft meatloaf with ground meat. 

Serve with mashed potatoes and gravy. 

Pasta with Sauce: Use a whole-grain pasta for added fiber and top with a 

tomato-based sauce. Add ground meat or canned beans for protein. 

4. Snack Ideas: 

Yogurt with Fruit: Greek yogurt has extra protein and can be paired with 

fresh, canned, or thawed frozen fruit. 
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Cheese and Crackers: Choose a softer cheese if chewing is a problem. 

Whole-grain crackers add fiber. 

Hummus and Soft Veggies: Hummus provides protein and fiber, and can 

be eaten with soft, cooked veggies like bell peppers or carrots. 

Remember to also ensure the person in your care is staying hydrated. 

Water, milk, 100% fruit juices, and herbal teas are all good options. 

This is just a starting point and there are plenty of other options out there! 

 

Removing Fall Risks from the home 

 

Falls can be dangerous, particularly for older adults or those with mobility 

issues. Here are some strategies to help reduce the risk of falls in the 

home: 

1. Clear Walking Paths: Ensure that floors and walking paths are clear of 

clutter. Remove loose rugs, cords, or other tripping hazards from areas 

where people walk. Arrange furniture to create clear paths. 

2. Improve Lighting: Poor lighting can increase the risk of falls. Add extra 

lighting in dark areas, use nightlights for nighttime navigation, and make 

sure stairways are well-lit. 

3. Install Handrails and Grab Bars: These can be beneficial in areas like 

stairways, bathrooms (near the toilet and shower/bath), and other areas 

where additional support may be needed. 

4. Non-Slip Mats: Use non-slip mats in the bathroom, kitchen, or other 

areas where the floor may get wet. 

5. Keep Everyday Items Accessible: Place frequently used items in easy-

to-reach locations. This can help prevent falls caused by reaching for items 

on high shelves or stooping. 

6. Review Medications: Some medications can cause dizziness or affect 

balance. Regularly review medications with a healthcare provider and 

discuss potential side effects. 
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7. Encourage Regular Exercise: Regular exercise can improve strength 

and balance, reducing the risk of falls. Always consult with a healthcare 

provider before starting a new exercise program. 

8. Use Non-Slip Shoes: Encourage the use of non-slip, well-fitting shoes, 

even indoors. Avoid walking around in socks or slippers that could slip. 

9. Consider a Medical Alert System: In the event of a fall, a medical alert 

system can help ensure that help is received as quickly as possible. 

10. Regular Eye Check-ups: Regular vision checks can ensure that any 

changes to vision that could increase the risk of falls are addressed 

promptly. 

By implementing these measures, you can make a home safer and 

significantly reduce the risk of falls. 

Safe Showers: Caregiver Superpowers 

Bathing a person under in-home care can be a sensitive task. It requires 

respect, patience, and understanding to maintain their dignity and ensure 

their comfort. Safe showers are a super power. Here are some general 

guidelines: 

Prepare in Advance: 

 

Gather all the necessary supplies (like towels, soap, shampoo, and a clean 

change of clothes) before you start. This will help the process go more 

smoothly and can reduce stress for both you and your client. 

Ensure Safety:  

 

Use a non-slip mat in the bathtub or shower to prevent falls. Grab bars can 

also be installed for extra support. Consider using a shower chair if the 

person you're caring for has trouble standing. 

Respect Privacy:  

 

It can feel very vulnerable to be bathed by someone else. Keep the person 

covered with a towel or blanket as much as possible during the process. 

You can uncover one area at a time as you wash. Remember that your 

client has the right to refuse services, so stop when they ask you and ask 
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them before touching private areas. 

 

Test Water Temperature:  

Always test the water before the person gets in to make sure it's not too hot 

or cold. 

Be Gentle:  

Use a soft cloth or sponge and be gentle when washing. Pay special 

attention to areas like the underarms, under breasts, genitals, buttocks, and 

feet. Remember that women have a lower urethra then men, yet both men 

and women are subject to painful UTI (Urinary Tract Infections), so take 

care always to wash from front to back, using a separate washcloth for 

each area between the private areas. Bacteria is the cause of bad odor, 

and the best way to kill bacteria on the body is with soap, water, and a 

clean washcloth or body sponge. 

Rinse and Dry Thoroughly:  

Make sure to rinse off all soap to prevent skin irritation. Dry the person 

thoroughly, especially in skin folds, to prevent issues like fungal infections. 

Communicate:  

 

Keep up a conversation during the bath, explaining what you're doing as 

you go along. Always ask before you move to a new area of the body to 

maintain their comfort and dignity. Ensure that you protect yourself with 

proper footwear and hand gloves for infection control. 

Encourage Independence:  

 

If the person you're caring for can bathe themselves with some help, 

encourage them to do so. You can assist with harder-to-reach areas and 

make sure they're safe but allowing them to maintain their independence 

as much as possible can improve their quality of life. 

Remember, everyone's needs and preferences are different, so these 

instructions may need to be modified to fit the specific situation. Always 

respect the individual's boundaries and preferences during the bathing 

process. 
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Lastly, ensure you have appropriate training and guidance from healthcare 

professionals or an agency to ensure both your safety and the person 

you're caring for. If certain tasks become too challenging or uncomfortable 

for you or the person you're assisting, consider seeking help from 

professional personal care aides or a home health nurse. 

 

Oral Hygiene Hints for In-Home Caregivers 

 

Providing oral hygiene assistance for in-home caregivers is important for 

maintaining the overall health and well-being of the individual under their 

care. Proper oral hygiene can prevent dental problems, improve oral 

comfort, and contribute to better overall health. Here are some guidelines 

for caregivers to assist with oral hygiene: 

Gather necessary supplies: 

Toothbrush (soft-bristle is preferable) 

Toothpaste (fluoride toothpaste recommended) 

Dental floss or floss picks 

Mouthwash (if recommended by a dentist) 

A cup for rinsing 

A towel or bib to protect clothing 

Wash hands: Before assisting with oral hygiene, caregivers should always 

wash their hands to prevent the spread of germs. 

Positioning: 

Ensure the person is comfortably seated in a chair or on the edge of the 

bed with their head slightly tilted back. 

Use a pillow or towel to support their head if needed. 

Brushing: 

Apply a small amount of toothpaste to the toothbrush. 
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Gently brush the person's teeth using a soft, circular motion. Pay special 

attention to all surfaces of the teeth, including the front, back, and chewing 

surfaces. 

Be gentle to avoid causing discomfort or injuring the gums. 

Brush the tongue and roof of the mouth if necessary. 

Flossing: 

If the individual is able to tolerate it, floss gently between the teeth to 

remove food particles and plaque. 

Use floss picks if traditional flossing is challenging. 

Rinsing: 

Have the person rinse their mouth with water or an antimicrobial 

mouthwash if recommended by their dentist. 

Provide a cup for them to spit into. 

Assist as needed: 

Individuals with limited mobility or cognitive impairment may require more 

assistance. Be patient and gentle. 

Consider using an electric toothbrush if manual brushing is difficult for the 

person. 

Denture care (if applicable): 

If the person wears dentures, remove them and clean them with a denture 

brush and denture cleaner. 

Rinse dentures thoroughly before reinserting them. 

Rinse and clean tools: 

Rinse the toothbrush, floss, and any other used tools thoroughly after each 

use. 

Store the tools in a clean and dry place. 

Regular dental check-ups: 
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Encourage regular dental check-ups to identify and address any dental 

issues early on. 

Remember that it's important to respect the individual's comfort and 

preferences during oral hygiene care. Be patient, gentle, and 

compassionate, and always communicate with the person or their family to 

ensure that their specific oral care needs are being met. If there are any 

concerns or dental issues, consult with a dentist for guidance and 

recommendations. 

 

Facilitating Social Health for In-Home Care Clients 

Facilitating social health for in-home care clients is an important aspect of 

providing holistic care to individuals who may be elderly, disabled, or have 

chronic illnesses. Social health encompasses a person's ability to interact 

with others, form meaningful relationships, and engage in activities that 

promote their emotional well-being. Here are some strategies to facilitate 

social health for in-home care clients: 

Assessment and Individualized Care Plans: Begin by conducting a 

thorough assessment of the client's social needs and preferences. This 

assessment should consider their interests, hobbies, cultural background, 

and any physical or cognitive limitations. Develop an individualized care 

plan based on this assessment. 

Companionship: Many in-home care clients may feel isolated or lonely. 

Spend time engaging in conversation and companionship. Encourage them 

to share stories, interests, and feelings. Being a good listener is essential. 

Arrange Social Activities: Plan social activities that align with the client's 

interests and capabilities. This could include organizing visits with friends 

and family, joining community groups or clubs, or participating in local 

senior centers' activities. 

Encourage Hobbies and Interests: Support clients in pursuing their 

hobbies and interests. This can include reading together, playing board 

games, gardening, or engaging in craft activities. Hobbies are an excellent 

way to stimulate social interactions. 
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Technology and Communication: Teach clients how to use technology 

like smartphones, tablets, or computers for virtual social connections. Video 

calls, emails, and social media can help them stay connected with loved 

ones who may be far away. 

Transportation Assistance: If clients have mobility issues, assist them 

with transportation to social events or gatherings. Coordinate with local 

transportation services or consider hiring a transportation aid if necessary. 

Support Groups: Connect clients with local support groups or 

organizations that cater to their specific needs or conditions. These groups 

can provide a sense of belonging and shared experiences. 

Volunteer Opportunities: If appropriate, explore opportunities for clients to 

engage in volunteer work. This can provide a sense of purpose and social 

interaction while giving back to the community. 

Family Involvement: Encourage family members to actively participate in 

the client's care and social life. Organize family visits and involve them in 

planning social activities. 

Cultural and Religious Activities: Respect and honor the client's cultural 

and religious beliefs by facilitating their participation in relevant community 

activities or events. 

Emotional Support: Be sensitive to the emotional well-being of the client 

and provide emotional support as needed. Loneliness and isolation can 

lead to depression, so it's crucial to address their emotional needs. 

Continual Assessment: Regularly reassess the client's social health and 

adjust the care plan as needed. Be flexible and responsive to their 

changing needs and preferences. 

Remember that facilitating social health is not only about physical care but 

also about fostering emotional and psychological well-being. Building a 

strong, trusting relationship with your in-home care clients is essential to 

understanding their unique social needs and providing effective support. 
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Benefits of being an Individual Provider through Washington State 

DSHS  

Becoming an Individual Provider (IP) through the Washington State 

Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) can have several 

benefits, both for the individuals receiving care and for the providers 

themselves. Here are some of the potential benefits: 

Job Opportunities: As an IP, you can provide essential care services to 

vulnerable individuals, including seniors and people with disabilities. This 

can be a rewarding career if you have a passion for helping others. 

Flexibility: Being an IP can offer flexibility in terms of scheduling. You may 

have the ability to choose your clients and work hours, making it easier to 

balance work and personal life. 

Job Security: The demand for home and community-based care services 

is expected to grow as the population ages, so there is a relatively stable 

demand for IP services. 

Training and Support: Washington State DSHS offers training and support 

for IPs, including training programs on caregiving skills and ongoing 

support to help you provide the best possible care to your clients. 

Payment and Benefits: IPs typically receive payment for their services 

through the state's Medicaid program, which can provide a steady source 

of income. Additionally, IPs may be eligible for certain benefits, such as 

health insurance, through the state. 

Personal Fulfillment: Many IPs find their work to be personally fulfilling 

because they make a positive impact on the lives of their clients. Building 

strong relationships and helping individuals maintain their independence 

can be deeply rewarding. 

Tax Benefits: There may be tax benefits associated with being an IP. You 

may be able to deduct certain expenses related to your caregiving work, 

such as mileage and supplies. 

Networking and Resources: The Washington State DSHS often provides 

resources, support groups, and networking opportunities for IPs, which can 

help you connect with other caregivers and stay updated on best practices. 

https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
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You may also join SEIU 775, whose benefits are excellent: 

 

https://seiu775.org/ 

 

Career Progression: Some IPs use their experience as a next step to 

further their careers in healthcare. It can provide valuable experience and 

skills that can be applied to other roles in the field. 

It's important to note that being an IP also comes with challenges, such as 

the physical and emotional demands of caregiving and the need to 

navigate Medicaid reimbursement processes. Additionally, the specific 

benefits and requirements may vary depending on your location within 

Washington State and the type of care you provide. It's advisable to contact 

the Washington State DSHS or a local agency that specializes in home and 

community-based care for more detailed information about the benefits and 

responsibilities of being an IP in your area: 

 

https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-

providers 

 

Here are resources for Veteran Caregivers: 

 

Program of Comprehensive Assistance for Family Caregivers - Veterans 

Administration 

https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/Caregiver_Workbook_V3_Module_4.pdf 

https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/TipsTools/CaregiverSelfCareActivityBoo

k.pdf 

 

 

https://seiu775.org/
https://seiu775.org/
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/home-and-community-services/individual-providers
https://www.caregiver.va.gov/support/support_benefits.asp
https://www.caregiver.va.gov/support/support_benefits.asp
mailto:https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/Caregiver_Workbook_V3_Module_4.pdf?subject=https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/Caregiver_Workbook_V3_Module_4.pdf
mailto:https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/TipsTools/CaregiverSelfCareActivityBook.pdf?subject=https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/TipsTools/CaregiverSelfCareActivityBook.pdf
mailto:https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/TipsTools/CaregiverSelfCareActivityBook.pdf?subject=https://www.caregiver.va.gov/pdfs/TipsTools/CaregiverSelfCareActivityBook.pdf

